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Soviet era

1. There was no opportunity to get operative information from the world’s scientific information space.

2. Information received from the world’s information space was seriously censored before getting to Azerbaijani specialists.

4. There was no opportunity to research Azerbaijani national and scientific legacy in world’s libraries and museums.

5. Scientists and specialists of Azerbaijan (and other Soviet Union republics too) were not direct participants of the international information exchange.
A modern view at the problem

1. Universal libraries should serve all categories of readers and meet any of their information needs (professional, production, scientific – research, educational etc.).

2. Universal libraries should also participate in overall development of personality, non-stop education process and become the organizer of personal education.

3. Universal libraries should have rich, universal and ever-dynamic library, related to bigness, national and state character of tasks put forth. It should store all kinds of books related to conditions and demand in locales it is located in.

4. A set of universal libraries, according to the principle of administrative territory, should closely participate in economic, cultural life of the region it is located in.

5. Being essential organizers of the works as a coordinating center serving readers of all scales of country, autonomous republic, region and city, universal libraries as a leading component in the system of single library should implement serious organizational, administrative, scientifically-methodical measures.
Main directions of library activities carried out by CLS

1. Study and agitation of national cultural values.

2. Study and agitation of the world’s accepted cultural values.

3. Study and agitation of prioritized cultural values.

4. Study and agitation of regional and local cultural samples.
1. SCL is a part of ANAS’s structure. It forms and gets formed according to ANAS.

2. Information and services for all groups of population are accessible.

3. Transparency and reporting.

4. Professionalism and efficiency

5. Thriftiness
Ways of solving problems.

1. All components of the Single management system (SMS or VIS in native) platform should completely be ready for use.

2. To bring registration, digitalization and protection process of National Digital Memory into a working condition.

3. Forming a professional staff.

4. Creating international cooperation and public relations.

5. Providing information safety and information sharing.
Results

1. automated management and control platform (VIS-LIB) of the library services

1. Important result 2 is creation of NDM on a scientific basis.

1. Forming professional staff is 3\textsuperscript{rd} strategic goal

1. 4\textsuperscript{th} strategic goal is creation of international relations and public relations.

1. As a 5\textsuperscript{th} strategic goal it was determined that information safety will be provided and information will rationally be shared.

1. Important result 5. Being a part of free electronic resources, the position of Wikipedia in Azerbaijani moved from 58\textsuperscript{th} place to 51\textsuperscript{st} due to trainings and after-training communication, made by ANAS institution and outside organizations, in a systematic way.
Uniqueness of the activities cared by CSL.

CSL is intensively engaged in agitating national legacy in digitalized space along with its digitalization process.

Personal collections included in CSL fund upon recommendation of world-famous scientists. Collections—with no analogues in the world, from Azerbaijan national legacy perspective, are also protected in CSL fund.